
 

This video was recorded on a Red Scarlet camera with Zeiss prime Lenses. The whole kit cost over $5,000 USD. The audio kit is designed specifically for ENG/ EFP productions with XLR inputs and outputs. There are multiple microphones options including shotgun, dynamic, lavaliere and more. The video was shot in "Full HD 1080p" which is mainly used with the "interlaced scanning method"
which displays 1080 lines per frame for a total of 2160 lines. 

The "interlaced scanning method" has been used since the dawn of video. It is a compromise between resolution and refresh rate. In interlace the odd lines are displayed, followed by the even lines, alternating each frame. This means that half of the lines are displayed each frame for a total of 2160 lines per frame. The downside is that you need to double this to view it in full 1080p which explains why
most people see 720p content as a huge improvement over traditional television quality. The Red Scarlet camera is a great recording device for visual effects because it can record in "High Definition" which means that its video is recorded at 1920 by 1080. This is much sharper than traditional television quality which is recorded at 1280 by 720. This technology improves the clarity of filming
considerably, however it does distort what you see because the sensors are smaller than those on normal cameras. This means that you can't zoom in as much as you could with footage shot on regular cameras, but it also means that everything jumps out more which helps with accuracy when using graphics or motion blur on the film. On top of that, the camera is also great for filming 3D stereo video
which makes it an ideal device for shooting effects. If you need to do 3D conversion then this device will help out because it already shoots in stereo. Just about every effect you want to do is filmed at 720p normal television quality so the difference between high definition recording and normal recording isn't too big of a leap to overcome if you are using programs like After Effects or Cinema 4D.
The audio kit is specifically designed for use with Stereo PPM + phantom power so it should be compatible with almost any microphone. The microphone is a bit of an odd choice for this project. It's a cheap shotgun microphone that isn't used for film or television, but it's very sensitive and picks up everything from the background to the foreground. This means that you have the ability to pick up
sound from far away and from close up which is really nice if you want to add depth in post production. On top of that, the shotgun also has a very high frequency response so it will be able to pick up really high sounds like squeaks and chirps which would be hard for most microphones to pick up. The audio recorded using this method is less detailed than professional level recordings but it's still
better than television quality.
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